Variable influence of MHC polymorphism on the recognition of bacterial superantigens by T cells.
Superantigen recognition by some T cells is strongly influenced by polymorphic residues of the MHC class II molecule, suggesting that the TCR contacts the class II molecule during superantigen engagement. However, the degree of MHC preference varies with V beta expression. For example, the recognition of staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB) by murine V beta 14+ T cell hybridomas is strongly influenced by MHC polymorphism, whereas the recognition of SEB by V beta 8.2+ hybridomas appears to be independent of MHC polymorphism. One possible explanation for this difference is that V beta 14+ TCR may have a lower avidity for SEB such that the stability of the TCR/SEB/MHC complex is more strongly influenced by potential TCR/MHC interactions. To investigate this possibility, we examined the MHC preference of SEB recognition by murine V beta 8.2+/CD4+ T cell hybridomas in which we altered the strength of SEB recognition. First, we compared the recognition of wild-type SEB and mutant SEB, which only weakly activates T cells. Second, we compared recognition of SEB presented by I-E and I-A molecules, which differ in their affinity for SEB. In both cases, the degree of MHC preference was significantly increased when the strength of SEB recognition was reduced. Furthermore, we used mutant MHC class II molecules to show that the degree of MHC preference was controlled by residues of the class II molecule predicted to interact with the TCR during SEB recognition. Taken together, these data support the idea that there is a TCR/MHC interaction during SEB recognition, and the influence of this interaction varies with the overall avidity of the TCR/SEB/MHC complex.